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this science-fiction movie begins with a terrifying aerial attack on a small mexican town. when the world goes back to normal, the townspeople find they're all in a coma, but they've also started seeing some weird things, like parallel dimensions and
bizarre creatures. in this stop-motion anime film, a young hunter named moana has dreams of visiting the next island and its mysterious pearls. as a few years pass, however, he realizes he's not the first to reach the island. that is, if the island really

exists at all. in this stop-motion anime film, the human race has landed on a strange planet. in the midst of a civil war, moana, a kind young girl with a strong sense of justice, asks the chief to aid her in finding the legendary village of aloe on the far side
of the world. along the way, she's assisted by an enormous winged goddess named aro, and must make the hardest decision of her life. first spotted by a fisherman who summoned the goddess maui to save her ship, moana has many challenges ahead:

her friends are lost in the ocean and only she can restore their magic. still, she'll need to learn about these new surroundings--and about herself. six years ago, the aquawoman--literally, the water woman--tricked te fiti and threatened to destroy her
kingdom. now, tui-ka-rere returns from the underworld to steal the heart of a mortal, and te fiti is out for revenge. in the blu-ray release of this movie, when te fiti tricked the goddess maui into committing suicide so she could steal his heart, she

accidentally killed maui and his sidekick, toa. now, the heroes must join forces to save themselves from te fiti's wrath.
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if you're looking to brighten up a dreary sunday
afternoon, popcorn and an adventurous movie are a

sure bet. disney's version of the classic tale is brave in
all its lavishly animated glory. welcome to the side of
merida (mackenzie foy) as she faces off against the

queen (kelly macdonald) and her evil court. if merida
can rise to this challenge, your kids will definitely do
well in life. you might think that when you fall in love

with a movie, you'll never forget it. for a few lucky fans
of up , the new pixar film comes highly recommended.

the film follows an adorable golden retriever who
raises a little boy and weaves an unlikely friendship of
their own. a movie for young kids, it is full of life and

whimsy. even though you don't know what you're
going to watch on netflix every day, you'll probably

know how it should feel. the company made its name
by blending in-house style with quality television

series; it's the perfect place to discover an old favorite
or the perfect new series to binge. if you're looking for
a one-stop shop for family movies, you've come to the

right place. netflix loves all kinds of television, be it
scripted or unscripted, romantic or just plain silly. it's
where you can binge on the gilmore girls or orange is

the new black without having to schedule out your
entire week. and if you want to have a kid-free day or
night, the service has a few kid-friendly and kid-only
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shows to choose from, too. the fact that this is the first
full-length animated feature film from disney (after the
first frozen movie came out and was a huge hit) is no

coincidence. it's a beautiful film, with a powerful
message, and one that will really give your kids the

courage to be brave. if your kids can't read yet, this is
a great opportunity for them to learn along with the

story. 5ec8ef588b
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